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Proven Drills and 
Progressions for Your Glide 
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Drills and Progressions

� Drills are teaching tools to help athletes learn and feel 
skilled movements.

� Types of Drills

� Partial movement Vs. Full movement

� Slower tempo movements

� Progressions are a string of drills that when learned in 
order teach the entire movement.

Drills and Progressions

� The drill is only effective if it can help teach the athlete 
the correct motion.

� What is the value of each drill. What is it teaching the 
athlete?

� Know when the athlete is ready for the next drill in the 
progression.

Stand Throw Progression

� PVC Pipe Drill Progression

� Medicine Ball Drills

� Non Reverse

� Left Arm Drill

� Up and Over’s

� Reverse

PVC Pipe Drills

� Allows athlete to 
focus on legs and 
feet. 

� Hands on pipe 
helps the athlete 
keep their 
shoulders level.

� Energy transferred 
at the end of the 
drill teaches good 
timing.

Medicine Ball Drills

� Allows athlete to 
focus on legs and 
feet. 

� Upper body and MB 
must stay back over 
the right leg.

� Energy transferred 
to the ball on 
delivery teaches 
good timing.
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MB Stand Throw Non-Reverse

� Athlete can transfer 
feeling of MB and 
PVC Pipe to throw 
with the shot.

� Left arm becomes a 
valuable addition to 
the drill progression. 

Left Arm Drill

� Seated drill to focus on 
the upper body.

� Shoulders are rotated 
back and throw is 
initiated with left arm.

� Left elbow is pulled 
back, causing the right 
shoulder to rotate 
forward and initiate 
delivery of the shot.

Up and Over
� Athlete feels 

the right leg 
rotate and 
drive up and 
over the left 
and in the 
direction of 
the throw.

� There is an exaggerated linear drive from the 
right hip and arched position of the body is felt 
longer.

Reverse

� Timing and 
Rhythm from 
non-reverse help 
teach the 
reverse.

� Athlete drives 
right hip towards 
the center of the 
sector while the 
left leg kicks to 
the back of the 
ring.

Two Step Stand Throw
� Athlete places balance 

on right leg in Power 
Position

� Reaching left leg out to 
the toe board

� Feeling hips rotate 
ahead and create 
separation

� Keeping shoulders level 
and eyes stationary 
during steps
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Glide Progression

� Balance Drill

� Unseating Drill

� “A” Frame Drill

� “A” Frame and Recover Drill

� Butterfly Drill

Balance Drill

� Simple

� Balance is 
valuable to 
success of the 
throw

Un-Seating Drill

� Allows athlete to 
develop confidence 
when falling 
backward.

� Intentionally moving 
COM in the direction 
of the throw is 
essential.

“A” Frame Drill

� Athlete learns to 
extend both legs 
simultaneously.

� Left leg driving back 
and out.

� Right leg drives 
through the heel, 
pushing the athlete 
towards the toe 
board.

“A” Frame and Recover Drill

� After COM is driven 
across ring, athlete 
recovers the right 
leg into the power 
position.

� The right heel and 
knee are pulled 
underneath the 
athlete.

Glide Drill
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Butterfly Glide

� Athlete can feel 
how the energy 
used to get across 
the ring is 
generated in one 
short, early motion.

� Helps shoulders 
stay square while 
preparing left arm 
for the power 
position.

Valerie Adams 21.25m

David Storl 21.78m Questions?


